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SAN CARLOS, CA (KGO) -- A San Carlos man who was on vacation in Puerto Vallarta, Mexico has been attacked and killed inside his condo. His
wife was hurt trying to defend him.
SIGN-UP: Get breaking news sent to you
Timothy and Susan Connor had a timeshare on the popular Los Muertos Beach, in the heart of old town Puerta Vallarta.
Mexican police say the couple was sleeping Wednesday night when someone broke into their timeshare at La Palapa Condominiums.
Tim's sister described what happened next.
"He stood up and said get out of here, and he didn't get the words out of his mouth and he was knifed in the abdomen and he started swinging and my
sister-in-law jumped up and started throwing things at the assailant. And then he just went crazy and just kept stabbing at my brother and stabbing,
until he fell over," said Suzanne Connor.
Susan Connor is on her way back to the Bay Area Thursday night. Her husband, Timothy, was 47-years-old. He was a teamster and worked for DHL
on the peninsula.
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2 mountain lions sightings in 2 days in San Mateo Co.
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Man arrested for stealing $73K on Lotto tickets
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Tensions rise at SFO for those waiting for UK flights
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4 comments
Post A Comment
1 annabellestreats 2/13/09 5:41 PM EST
Our hearts go out to Susan and the Connor family. Tim was a good friend and coworker to so many at DHL (and ex-DHL workers). This was a
terrible tragic crime.(((((Susan))))) you are in our thoughts. God bless you Tim, we know you are somewhere in the sun. NF Mark As Violation
2 mdginspections 2/13/09 8:17 PM EST
stay out of mexico. we are fools to go and spend any money down there. let mexico rot in there own third world filth Mark As Violation
6 milveh 2/14/09 1:30 PM EST
I did a story about two weeks ago warning Americans about violence in Mexico. Tourists are targets and Mexico is a very violent place at the
moment. If you want to read my story you can Google, VIOLENCE RAMPANT in MEXICO - Tourist Warning by Jack Lee<br/> Mark As
Violation
7 g.resnikoff 4/23/10 11:24 AM EDT
I suppose we should stay out of the US. I heard there were murders in DC, Denver, LA and a few other cities. The US is a violent place Mark As
Violation
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How To Screw Up A Car Thief’s Day
The following tips can help your car become a less
inviting target and slow down, discourage or actually
prevent car theft.
More Details

Medication Mistakes That Can Kill
Here are ten medication mistakes that are most likely
to do serious harm.
More Details

Healthy Recipes For A Happy Stomach
Feeling bloated or uncomfortable after eating? Try
these five recipes and find out why they are so good
for digestion.
More Details
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